Research Computing and Networking Advisory (RCNA)
April 30, 2015
Aldrich Hall 107
2:00 to 3:30 p.m.

Agenda

1. **UC VCR and CIO Summit** on Research Computing March 23, 2015
   a. Presentation by Dana Roode
   b. Seeking advice on next steps

2. **NSF CC*DNI proposal** to bring a 'Cyber Infrastructure Engineer' to UCI
   a. Presentation by Allen Schiano
   b. Seeking advice on support areas and [projects by the CI Engineer](#)

3. Status of UCI LightPath and the closure of the [UCI LightPath Access Policy](#)
   a. Presentation by Jessica Yu

4. **UCI Libraries presentation** on the open access data portal Dash ([dash.lib.uci.edu](http://dash.lib.uci.edu)) and the local skin, OC Data Portal ([ocdp.lib.uci.edu](#))
   a. Presentation by Dan Tsang and Julia Gelfand
   b. Discussion on service and how it can be made further useful to UCI faculty

5. **Research Data Storage tools study** - OwnCloud, UCLA CASS, Google Drive and others
   a. Presentation by Harry Mangalam
   b. Looking for faculty pilot users and seeking advice on needs

6. Topics from the group for next meetings
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